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PH EFACE

Western hemlock, Tsuga heterophylla (Fafn.) Sarg.,

is

in the
one of the four major timber contributing species

As a suiphite pulp species it is con-

orthwest.

Pacific

sidered the best.

(

)

Johnssen

This tree varies from 125 to 175 feet in height and
2 to 4

feet in diameter.

When grown in a forest, this

tree produces a long, clear,

symmetrical bole and a shal-

low, wide-spreading root system.

required by this tree.

An abundance of water is

It grows best in the

fog-belt re-

gion of the Pacific coast and in the West slopes of the

Cascades where the amount of orecipitation is high.

Western hemlock is a very tolerant species and is
often found growing under the canopy of Douglas-fir, and
and
in almost pure even-aged stands with $itka spruce

western-red cedar.

DougThe growth rate compares favorably with that of
las-fir,
of

although the largest trees seldom attain an age

500 years.
As this paper

.

is limited to some of the problems of

logging western hemlock, the problems discussed will pertain to areas where the predominant tree is western hemio e

k.
I

believe that in order to know the right logging pro-

cedures and possible problems a few of the known ideas and
forest conditions should be considered.

That is why parts

of this thesis will
of the

sound foreign to a strict interPretation

title "Some Problems in Logging Western 1-lemlock."

What may not aoply directly at the present time will probably have some affect on the long-range management planning
of the spruce-hemlock forests and will offer a problem

which can be usually solved by the proper cutting practices.
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INTRODUCTION
Management plans must consider the methods of harvesting trees.

In order to find the best,

most economical plan

for harvesting western hemlock a knowledge of the problems

present is necessary.

This thesis is written to discuss

westand consider some of the problems incurred in logging
ern hemlock.

Many problems mentioned will be given only the recogto occur.
nition that such a problem exists or is liable

Others will be discussed more fully.
inThe rising demand for paper products and large

demands
vestments in paper mills and utilization machinery
a

dontinuous suoply of raw material (pulp-wood).

Western

hemlock has proven itself to be one of the most versatile
trees in the pulp-wood industry.

Therefore, a study of

some of the management problems incurred by the species

should be of value in heloing to determine some of the
proper forest practices

- logging being one

"The Spruce-Hemlock Type
of

spruce, hemlock, and cedar.

-

of them.

This is a fog-belt forest

Although composed of tol-

erant species which lend themselves to selection cutting,

there are numerous features that limit development of this
forest in all aged stands,

such as

(i)

spruce and hem-

are
lock develop best as an even-aged forest, (2) all

shallow-rooted and sub lect to windfall if opened up, (3)
spruce often develops a new set of limbs if the stand is

2

materially opened up;

(4) brush instead of

sometimes fills openings after partial cuts

regeneration
and (5)

non-resinous
spruce and hemlock are thin-barked, relatively
to enspecies, and highly subject to logging injury and

trance of decay following such injury."1
The plan of this thesis is to discuss some

of the

the
problems incurred in logging western hemlock from

economic and silvicultural aspects.

oth phases will be

varconsidered in such a manner that a correlation of the
ious problems will be attempted.

completeness as it covers such

a

No claim is made for its

broad field.

Lost of the problems considered will be those occuring in the coast-type spruce and hemlock stands.

If any

stands
specific area is mentioned it will be the hemlock
on Sections

1,

2,

11,

12,

13,

and 25; Township 2 North

14,

Range 10 iest 1Nillamette Meridian.
Value
Nestern hemlock, at the present time,

is demanding

price as a
a oremium price in comparison with its former
"weed" tree.

During the 1930's

8.00 per thousand board

the
feet was considered a good price for hemlock with only

choice logs being accepted.

1.

Today, No. 3 hemlock is selling

Lanaement of Second-rowth Forests in the Douglas-fir
Region by the Douglas-fir Second Growth Management
Committee, United States Forest Service Department
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, December, 1947.
of Agriculture,

3

for $27.50 per

railroad),

nl

on the

b.f., f.o.b. the car (Souther Pacific

cost of oregon2) A price of 14 cents

per cubic foot is 2aid for all logs under 13 inches top

diameter.
There is always

t]

ìe

hidden threat of competition from

foreign markets to consider.
produced only 1ß
this country.

of the

In 1935,

the United States

total amount of pulp used in

This was at a time when pulpwood was sel-

ling for aporoximately $5.75 per cord or between

8

and

$9 per M board feet.

Uses
Nestern hemlock is used for lumber,

veneer,

arid

pulp.

Vertical grain hemlock flooring makes one of the best softwood floors, and the use of hemlock lumber for many other
estern

purposes has proven it to be of excellent quality.

hemlock is readily cut into veneer and the rotary cut-surfaces present a very attractive grain which, along with its

glueing oroperties, gives the wood oreference over many
other softwoods in the manufacture of panels for interior
finish.
hark.

Tannin is a potential by-product of the hemlock
It contains from 10 to 15 percent tannin.

At the

present time new uses for lignin are being found with such

products as lactic acid,

waxes,

and fuel being made.

As the forest of Douglas-fir becomes less accessible
(2)

Price at the Mohier, Oregon Reload, March 20, 1948.

the
and more expensive to utilize, western hemlock is in

position to take over many of the uses on which Douglasfir has held a monopoly.
The aesthetic value of $itka spruce and western hemto
lock along the coast of Oregon and '7ashington is hard

determine, but there is a value from the coast forest in

providing some of the beautiful scenery attributed to the
rugged coast-line of Oregon and Washington.
tourist business grossing over

With the

lO3,OOO,OOO annually in

the State of Oregon (1947), the aesthetic value will

probably have more of a direct bearing on methods of

logging than it has had in the past.

The national forests

take the aesthetic values into consideration when cutting
or leaving certain areas along the major highways.

PrI-

for
vate owners may be able to economically do the same

the good will and fire protection a strip of natural

est affords.

for-
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SECTION

I

S ILVICULTURAL PROBLEMS

The Soruce-Z-Iemlock Forest
The spruce-hemlock forest contains the following

species:

Tsug

Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis; western hemlock,

heterophylla; western-red cedar, Thu.la plicata,

Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga taxifolia

big-leaf maple, Acer macrophyllum;

red alder, Alnus rubra;

lowland white fir,

Abies grandis; Cascara buckthorn, Rhamnus purshiana;
shore pine, Pinus contorta, vine maple, Acer circinaturn;
and several other species which are more local in distribut ion.
Four of these species are usually major commercial

possibilities when the forest
spruce, hemlock,

is

These are:

logged.

cedar, and Douglas-fir.

Soil
Soil on which the hemlock-spruce forest grows is us-

ually acid.

It

ion and sliding.

is often a clay-type soil

subject to eros-

The productive value of the soil is high

in comparison with other forest soils.

It is not al all

uncommon in fully stocked stands for the trees to put on
more volume per acre than a similar stand of Douglas-fir.
À large amount of underbrush is found in the spruce-

hemlock forest.

This helps to give the soil more humus.

spruce-hemlock
(No study on the soil types in the western
forests was found).
Soil is definitely a problem in logging, especially
cat logging.

I

the

soil

is rocky and well-drained,

ging can be carried on during most of the year.
soil is deep and with no hard foundation,

have to be done when the soil is dry.
slippery,

log-

If the

the logging will

A clay soil

is sticky,

weather.
and has a tendency to slide during wet
This

This makes logging during wet seasons difficult.
and any
coast-type of clay soil chews up into mud,

traction.
crawler-type tractor has difficulty in getting
the logIn order to retain the soil after logging,

there are no
ging should be done in such a manner that

large areas subject to erosion.

The logging litter or

waste is useful in retaining or holding water.
standpoint,

From this

burning should be avoided as much as possible.

Each area usually has a different soil problem.
the large
is

1ith

amount of rainfall every year the water table

often quite high.

This high water table with the

on
rocky-clay soil is not a very substantial foundation

which trees can grow.
on
Some of the spruce-hemlock forest is growing

high water table.
swampy lands that are subject to a very
If the

the

trees cut on these areas are clear-cut,

there is

to such a
possibility that the water table will rise

would be
high level that establishment of reproduction

7

almost impossible.

"Soils on clear-cut areas one and three

years after cutting contain more water than before cutting.
has a deThe time of the year in which cuttings are made

cided affect on the ohysical properties of the soil.

Burger's data shows that in the $wiss forest more than
half a century is needed to bring about a restoration of
the physical soil properties after

states,

clear cutting.

Burger

'Clear.cutting brings about the most intense

changes on the best clayey soils.'

Fire causes a com-

pacting of soil mostly at the expense of soil aeration.
Of the factors indirectly influencing productivity,

the

general moisture conditions, topography, and the ground
water level are very imoortant.

The more these

conditions

favor a sufficient air content and a moderate moisture

content, the greater is the productivity of the forest
type."

(3)

Any method of logging should consider the soil - the

effect on the soil and the affect of a changed soil on
future reproduction and growth rate.

The information

gained from soil investigations in other regions should
be

used only as a guide.

regions,
(3)

a soil

Because of the difference in

study should be made of the hemlock-spruce

Gulisashvili and A. I. Stratonovitch, Physical
Characteristics of Forest Soils and t'ne Changes They
Undergo Under the Influence of Forest Wanagernent,
Translation No. 254, United States Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, Division of Silvics.
V.

Z.

type to determine how physical factors affect growth and

establishment of reoroduction.

Topography
There is probably no one factor that has as much to
do with logging as does topograohy.

It is one tangible

factor that confronts the logger, and the majority of his
plans are built around it.
ing on the costs of logging.

Topograohy has a direct bearLevel ground is usually

easier to log than steep ground.
of logging and the

Of course, the method

equipment available plus the management

plans often determine what type of topography could he

logged the easiest and with the least exoense.
is

are

permanent factor;

the

Topograohy

therefore, these other factors

often determined by the character of the ground.

Steep slopes often offer just one method of logging and
that is clear-cutting.
to remove timber

This is not always the best way

on steep slopes for

silvicultural

rea-

sons, but for economic reasons it is often the only
me t hod.

Level ground often tends to be swampXy.

This type

of ground is hard to log on a selective basis with the

type of machinery in use today.

Clear-cutting is again

the usual solution, but silviculturally considered,

clear-cut in
table

and.

a

a

swamoy area will possible raise the water

orovide a waste area as far as timber growing

is concerned.

The topographical aspects of the land often determine

the type of stocking and the amount of stocking.

The dir-

varection the ground slopes causes it to be subject to
ious climatic conditions.

The amount the ground slopes

oftén determines the drainage and the amount of the soil.

Slopes of 10 to 30 percent yield more stumpage per acre
than level ground or ground that is steeper than 30

percent.

This may be due to the adequate drainage or to

other factors influencing the amount of light and of

ground area available.
Trees grown on ridges, or where subject to much wind,
will often be pitchy or full of shake.

occur as readily in hemlock as

it'

This does not

does in Douglas-fir.

Alt1ugh,,'hemlock,exposed to wind eTr'eof ten quite timber
bound.

Altitude has a definitebearing on the trees

grown.

found
It is very seldom that Sitka spruce will be

growing over an elevation of 1500 feet.
cedar requires a wet sit.

Western-red

Therefore, when topography

changes site conditions the composition of the stand
also changes.
Land use is often determined by topography.

Forest

lands that are level and well-drained are often converted
into agricultural land in the spruce-hemlock forest area.

This is particularly true where the soil is adequate and
is readily accessible.

Land that is broken up by rough

o
topography is often good only for forests and even some of
that is uneconomical to harvest.

Topography affects roads by the type of road needed
and the location for such a road.

A road built in a svvamp

or through rock and rough country can be very expensive.
(

piece

of
of road built through aporoximately 150 feet

swamp and 250 feet of cut
1000 yards of rock).
to overcome

-

level ground - required over

A temporary road is built at times

some topographical condition.

This is an

added expense if the area is to be used on a permanent
basis.

Topography is one of the main factors in determ-

ining the extensive margins in the different methods of
logging.

Topography of the spruce-hemlock forest varies;
although, the altitude seldom gets much over 3000 feet

with most of the forest on land with an altitude of
less than 2000 feet.
The general topography of the specific area consid-

ered is gradual slopes on the north and west sides and
steep east and west slopes.

The ground is broken into

deep, narrow swales with level or rolling ground between
the swales.

About 50 percent of the land would have to

he logged by clear-cutting because of the

steep topography.

Climate
The Oregon and 1Vashington coast region gets at least

11

loo inches of rain per year.

This amount of precipitation

occurs in about nine months.

July, August, and September

are usually the dry months.
1941,
Statistics from the Yearbook of Agriculture,

Separate Number 124, gives the followin

information in

along the
regard to climate in the soruce-hemlock forest

coast

of'

Oregon and 1ashington:

Average annual temperature

C

°F)

50

Average January temperature

(°F)

40

Average July temperature

(

°F)

60

Average annual maximum temperature

(°F)

95

Average annual minimum temperature

(OF)

20
O to 140

Average annual crecipitation (inches)

Maximum precipitation (inches in 24 Hours)
Average annual number of days with snow-cover (one inch or more)

G

i

to 10

No record of frost penetration other than
i to 2 inches

informaSome of the conclusions drawn from the above
tian are:
(1)

The working temperature is desirable with a slight

fluctuation.

There are few days in which the humidity

gets below the safe working standard of 30 percent.

ground never freezes to any extent other than

s.

The

few days

in the middle of the winter.
(2)

A large

amount of precipitation occurs and it

can occur in a short period of time.

Road culverts and

12

ditches must be planned to carry off a maximum rainfall of
inches in 24 hours.

6

(3)

The ground is saturated several times a year;

therefore the shallow-rooted trees have to receive

pro-

tection from possible windthrow.
(4)

Permanent roads will all have to be rocked and

during dry
the only fairly safe time to consider logging
weather

is from about June

15 to September 15.

The wind along the coast often reaches a velocity
of forty miles per hour,

and gusts of 70 to 80 miles per

hour occur usually about once a year.
of

The combination

exoosed (to the wind) sites with saturated clay soils

makes the possibility of windthrow a fact.

Regeneration
Western hemlock is difficult to plant, but it reproduces naturally probably easier than any coniferous species.

'Especially when the conditions are favorable.

It is a toi-

erant species and can regenerate itself under a fairly
heavy canopy.

Richen states, "To date, natural restocking

has been oreferred over planting.

Planting is expensive.

Possibilities of poor survival and of damage by fire, the
spruce bud-weevil, and the mountain beaver make planting
a risky undertaking."

Western hemlock has a light seed (about 300,000 per
pound) and it disseminates over a large radius.

Trees

start to produce viable seed usually after their thirtieth

13

year if they have not been heavily suppressed.

"An import-

ant factor in determining the distribution of this type
is the relative lack of

sun1iht due

to the large amount

where
of cloudy weather which prevails, even in localities
(4)
In this type of stand
the precipitation is not high."

western hemlock averages 38 percent of the stand, and Sitka spruce averages 27 percent.

Leaving an adequate seed source should be one of the
minor problems in logging western hemlock.
D e cay

"Approximately half of the reserve trees injured by
logging became infected with wood rotting fungi in a period
decay
varying from 5 to 32 years. Growth rate and rate of
relaapparent
no
was
there
varied on different areas and
tionship between rate of growth and amount of decay presThe decay following loggininjury amounted to 41
ent.
percent of the calculated gross 4cement, since longging
the
of the western hemlock trees studied and 43 percent of'
that
It was evident on all areas
growth of Sitka spruce.
some mortality from other
and
loss
there was windfall
shown by decay.
losses
causes in addition to

reduction of decay loss in partial cutting can only
be accomplished by reduction in the amount of logging inIt is orobable that considerable reduction in the
lury.
amount of injury;may be secured by the use of' lighter
machinery or horses in skidding, by confining sKidding as
much as possible to main skid roads that have a minimum
curvature, by postponing if possible, skidding during the
spring 'bark slipping' season when trees are most susceptible to injury, and by taking out severely injured trees
It was apparent
at the close of each cutting operation.
that lighter cuts. resulted in less ],oging injury, less
5)
sunscald, and less windfall loss."
'A

(4)
(5)

Forestsof ritish
N. Whitford, and H. D. Craig.
Columbia, Commission of Conservation, Canada, 1918.

H.

arnest Wright and others, "Decay Losses Following
Logging Injury in Partially Cut Stands of 1estern
l47,
:-emlock and :3itka Spruce," The Tirnbernian, august
p.

52.
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decay in western
various infection courts for scars,
lightning
hemlock were knots, broken tops, fire
of
number
a greater
scars, and frost cracks. Although
than
scars
infections occurred through falling-tree
eriring
infections
court,
through any other infection
greatest
the
for
through mistletoe knots accounted
third in the
amount of decay. Ordinary knots were
percentage of
the
in
number of infections and second
knots and
mistletoe
total decay. Infection tothrough
for 30.9
accounted
the tree
swollen limbs adjacent
percent of the decay volume in board feet.
be"Nestern hemlock trees are frequently infected
decay become
tween the ages of' 60 and 5 years, and III
and IV. Conk
3ites
on
years
extensive at about 200
frequently found on
rot and white truck-rot were more
whit9 pottled rot
and
Cascade areas; Fornes root-rot
6)
areas."
were more common on the coast
More studies are being made at the present time
"The

on

diseases of western hemlock.

that will reduce logging
and the
damage is needed. The removal of infected trees
trees susceptible to infection should be removed with
the first cut if at all possible. From the previous
of decay
two quotations, one can gather that the factor
is one to be seriously considered in any selectively cut
Some

method of logging

area.
Site Qualities
for any one
"Sitka spruce shows no marked preference
moisture
type of soil. Humid atiosphere and sufficient and
quality
are requisites for good growth. The quantity
moisture
soil
the
as
important
of the soil seems to be mre

and humidity decrease."()
Hemlock in 'Nestern
(6) G. L. Englerth, "Decay of Western
Oregon and 'Nashingtori." Yale University School of
Forestry Sulletin No. 50, 1942.
Lanagernent of
(7) Findlay S. McKinnon, "Reproduction andSchool
of Forestry
Sitka Spruce," Oregon State College,
Thesis, 1929.
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:3oruce stands
according to Hanzlik, the yield of

corn-

Uo
the best sites.
pares well with that of Douglas-fir on
at 100 years it equals,
to 90 years it ttakes a better yield,

and thereafter falls a little behind Douglas-fir.
of logging.
Site qualities can be cnanged by methods
in erosion to the exÀ clear-cut denuded area can result
classes. Slash
tent of lowering the site quality several
in an adverse seed-bed
that has been burned often results

for reDroduction.

type in Oregon
"A common site index for spruce-hemlock
slightly lower than
and Thshington is 150, which is only
Spruce-

same areas.
the Douglas-fir site index for the
compared with Douglasis
hemlock yield for site index 150
In the first
160.
and
fir yields for site indexes 150
a superiority
shows
comparison the spruce-hemlock yield
volume, the difference
of 30 to 53 oercerit in cubic-foot
66 to 70 percent
increasing with age, and aparoximately
years and more.
in board-foot volume at ages of 80

yields
"In the second comparison the soruce-hemloccfoot folume
in cubic
show a superiority of 22 to 42 percent
volume. The
board-foot
in
and approximately 50 oercent
differences in
differences are due in main to species
yield capacities." (8)
The better

the site - the faster the growth,

1er the competition,

the earl-

acre.
and the fewer the trees left per

from the normal loss
There is a substantial loss in volume
In intensive forest pracof trees through competition.
much of this loss through
tice it is possible to anticipate
trees before they
thinning operations that removes doomed

become valueless.

the
It can be stated that the better

for removing more volume
site the better the opportunity
(8

Sitka Soruce
eyer, "Yield of Even-Aged Stands of
:.
1937.
March
544,
Bui
and !estern Hemlock," USDA Tech
v.

16
in

these thinnings.

Difficulty has occurred in getting data on even-aged
spruce-hemlock stands between the ages of 90 years and
maturity.

This may indicate there are

some.

natural de-

structive factors which limit the silvicultural rotation
of these species.

frush
The understory of brush in the soruce-hemlock forest
is about as rank and luxurious as in any forest.

the greatest handicaps

in felling and bucking trees is

the large amount of brush that has to he
to work.

One of

cut in order

The movement of men during logging is often

handicaoped by this brush.
in
Probably one of the greatest deterring factors

is the
establishment of reoroduction bn logged off areas

the fast
intense competition the seedlings receive from

growing brush that soon covers the ground.

The heavy

eat
cover of brush may also give cover to animals that
the seed and young reproduction.
The crushing and slashing of brush during logging,

even

ini

a stand that is

the fire hazard.

cut 30 percent by volume,

increases

However, the hazard will decrease grad-

ually as the slash rots and the brush creates more shade.
rush is an advantage during actual cat-logging operations if the ground is in any way swampy.
to help give traction and fill in mud holes.

Brush is used
The brush and

17

slash cause a fire problem that is extreme on most clearcut areas.

The

fire danger is greatest immediately after

cutting before the green brush can get

a

start to cover

the slash.

Th inn i ng

Thinning is feasible in the spruce-hemlock type.
course,

this depends on many factors.

Of

Richen states:

"We

can be
have learned that only light tree selection cuts

made in our spruce-hemlock forests."

Probably the only real method of thinning: is to have
He

an experienced person mark trees to be thinned.

should

approach each tree with two questions uppermost in his
mind:

W:iy is

leave it?

it

necessary that this tree be cut?

Why not

The experience needed will be a knowledge of

facwhat the area can do and a common sense idea on all
tors that do affect the trees left.

Thinnings should be based on two necessary factors:
coste

(economics) and reason (silvicultura].).

All factors

affecting the residual stand should be considered.
partial logging of the area for the first tim

classed as a thinning.

The

could be

Thinning can be done on the basis

prelogging,
of economic selection, maturity selection,

or

cut of
whatever name is used to describe the partial
the stand.

Thinning of trees subject to natural loss plus those
thing
trees which hinder the residual stand is the proper
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to do

it

if

can be done with an economic gain.

defective trees detrimental to the stand, and

The

those trees subject to loss from natural competition are

usually taken during the first thinning.
Salvage
Salvage of trees or logs in an area that has been

previously logged or layed waste by fire or natural means
should be accomplished in as short a period of time as
The

possible.
is

time

limit on hemlock and spruce salvage

seldom over three years.
The hemlock looper,

fire and economic logging appear

to be the chief causes of salvage operations.

The

spruce-hemlock forests contain wood that is usable

in almost any form.

The

sizes and pieces that do
standards.

The breaks,

largest problem is to utilize the
riot

conform to the general logging

small logs,

tops,

decayed logs, and

small pieces contain usable cellulose if logged

and.

trans-

ported economically.

Any method of logging that can utilize the greatest

amount of wood off an area at the lowest cost per unit is
the one

that should be used. if it also considers future

values.
Tie disadvantages cf salvaging timber left after log-

ging are many, but a return that is economically feasible
should never be overlooked, especially if the area is to
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be managed on a permanent basis.
to apply to the

Salvage can even be said

process of prelogging if one means the

utilization of values that are or would be lost during
the normal logging operation.

Salvage logging often reduces fire hazards, prepares
the site for better regeneration,

management of the forest easier.

and helps to make the
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SECTION II

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
S tumpage

Stumpage is an ever important consideration to the
timber owner.

The value of sturnpage

can be figured in

many different ways, but it usually amounts to that
portion of the selling price which is left after the
costs of logging and management have been deducted with
a fair amount allotted for profit and risk.

This can be

called the present value of stumpage.
The actual values of stumpage may be figured as the

amount paid for the timber plus all of the carrying charges
up to time of harves.
The cost of establishing and growing another forest
to the

price.

same age and volume

can be used as the

stumpage

This price should be less than the present value

of actual stumpage

if

sustained yield forestry is to be

practiced. (present conditions)
Stumpage

is affected by many variable factors,

market conditions, substitutes,
possibilities,

i.e.,

scarcity, demand, future

present obligations, future obligations,

and private or social necessity.

Logging Costs
Most of the factors considered in logging costs are

2].

variable.

They depend on current conditions and long range

Some of the types of work that has to

management plans.

be done and which also vary are felling and bucking, yard-

ing and loading,

administration, transportation,

future investment,

stumpage,

and protection.

Felling and bucking costs depend on the following
method of cutting - hand or power, the

ohysical factors:
trees to be cut,

the ground,

the care with which the trees

have to be felled and bucked, and brush.

other factors are:

Some of the

The trees usually stand very thick.

They often grown in clusters.

Felling on a selective cut

basis often requires a lot of time moving tools.
and spruce are easily barked by falling trees.

Hemlock
Spruce is

very difficult to fall in stands that are thick as the
tops often hang up..
are fairly small

Trees in the hemlock-spruce forest

in most of the region.

They require a lot

of time in moving for the amount of timber fell and bucked.

There are several other factors which have a decided

influence on felling and bucking which the reader realizes.

Such items as the hardness of spruce limbs which makes the
job of keeping a sharp axe and saw difficult,

the persist-

ence of spruce limbs makes it necessary to limb some of
the trees before yarding,

and the large number of trees

that occupy such a small piece of ground.

Everything considered, a set of hand fallers doing
their own bucking will have a difficult time averaging a

thousand board feet per hour.
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Yarding Factors
Some of the factors to be considered in yarding are:

Tree length logs will bark the roots of the residual stande

Logs can be no more than 38 feet in length in those regions

where railroad cars are used as a partial means of trans-.
portation.

Hemlock logs are heavy.

(They average from

eight to ten pounds per board foot.)

The average logs

are small in diameter and the turns take longer to gather.

More chokers and lines are used per thousand board feet

than in larger timber.

More distance is travelled in
The ground is usually

moving each thousand board feet.

wet and traction is difficult.

The area abounds

in

vine-

maple which is a hazard, especially to the cat operator.

Loading Factors
Factors to be considered in loading are:
1.

The logs are small and heavy.

2.

Many loads contain as high as thirty logs.

3.

The loading time per thousand board feet is in-

creased.
4.

The logs are often limby and time is consumed

in limbing the logs.
5.

When an area is logged on a selection cut of less

than 30 percent of the volume many landings are required.
6.

Moving of the loading equipment is time consuming.

7.

Many logs have to be branded.
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3.

Small logs are more difficult to load than large

9.

Less volume is handled per hour when the logs

logs.

are out of a second-growth stand and are small.
10.

It is difficult to get maximum scale on a load

using small logs.

Administration ?actors
Administration costs are somewhat similar in all logThey are variable and fluctuate by the

ging industries.

extent of cost control and information that is required.
The administration costs

management.
a larger

o

reasons:

Ti-ie

education

oÍ'

More statistics are required

rogram is needed; regulating laws

have to be considered;
to understand arid

up with the intensity

the

tax problem takes more time

comply with than it has in the oast;

and limited time is allotted for administration.

Probably the rost efficient operation will be one
where a small crew is used with many jobs being required
of one person.

This leave a limited amount of time allot-

ted to routine reports,

statistics, and office procedure.

Fixed administration costs tend to remain somewhat stati3nary.

This causes the cost of administration per thou-

sand board feet to rise with small production.
course does not apply in all cases,

This of

as the best economic

unit can be determined if the area logged is

lare enough

and if money, equipment, and other facilities are available
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in the

oroer units.

This cost can be summed up with the

words "it all depends."

Transportation
The trend in transportation (major transportation)

has been away from the railroad and in favor of the log.
This does not exclude the use of railroads in the future

picture of logging.

They have their place and that is in

main arterial roads that haul long distances.
Yfany

of

the pulp mills in Oregon and Washington are

located several miles from the hemlock-spruce forests.
They depend on water and rail transportation as much if
not more than on truck transportation.

References hore will be on truck logging unless

otherwise stated.
Some of the problems in transportation are:
1.

The weight of the logs is heavier than Douglas-

fir per board foot hauled.

sized logs limit the volume hauled.

2.

The small

3.

The logs are more numerous

oer

load and reauire

more time to handle.
4.

The Coast highway

(US loi)

is a

tortuous route,

and it carries a constant stream of tourists who have to
be

pacified.
5.

The roads in the coast country are expensive to

build and maintain.

This is due to the climatic conditions.
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Equipment
Equipment is a variable that is hard to determine.
It depends on so many things, such as the amount of timber,
the size of timber,

the transoortation facilities, the

initial investment,

future plans, and local conditions.

The equipment already available is probably one
the deciding factors.

of

quipment is also constantly being

modified to meet specific conditions.
One

of

the

requirements in logging equipment today

is a loader than can handle a lot of wood

period of time.
little

in a short

It must be easily moved and set up with

loss of working time.

ew equipment, such as the

continuous chain loader for short logs, steeispars mounted
on double-drum cats,
of'

and rubber-tired arches are examples

soecial requirement equipment.
Fir e

Fire is a problem to all loggers.

Fire protection

laws and slash burning are the main problems.

The coast

region is a difficult one in which to burn and stili get
an adequate
the residual

job of

burning accomp],ished without damaging

stands..

Size of Timber

As you know,

there is a happy medium in the size of

timber for handling efficiency and maximum production.

The spruce-hemlock forests contain

sorne

of this

"haopy

medium" timber, but they contain more of the smaller sized
logs that multiply the work required for an equal amount
of wood produced.

Equipment used in small timber does not have to be
as large as in larger-tree

sized forests, but as usual

there is the drawback of having several large sized trees

scattered throughout the usual stand of spruce and hemlock.

Size often determines the
is large

once

of logs.

A log that

in diameter usually demands a mucn higher price

per thousand board feet than a small log.
the smaller hemlock logs require

and less money per thousand.
offset by the use

of the

This means

more work per thousand

This has been partially

Sorensen log scale which measures

the cubic content of the log.

The

logger receives a pro-

portioriately higher price for bringing in these small

diameter

logs.

Size of the timber is one of the major problems in

logging spruce and hemlock at a profit.

One of the best

methods of comparison can be made in the loading problem.
A three log load containing five

to five

and one-half

thousand board feet is faster, easier, and safer to load
than a load containing twelve to fifteen logs that total
not much more than three thousand board feet.

The only

place where the difference may be more pronounced is in
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the scale sheet.

There the

once

oer

thousand for larger

logs is considerably higher than for smaller sized logs.
This is reflected in the reload charges which are

reload)
but only

(iviohier

?2.00 per thousand for number 3 hemlock and spruce,

l.5O per thousand for number 2 and better spruce

and Douglas-fir.
iJanagement Plans

A management plan for the

spruce-hemlock forest is

just as important today as a plan for any other region.

There is a cost involved in any management plan, but
this cost can be saved many times over if the logger

knows what he is doing, why he is doing it, and how the
forest should be logged.

Logging
Some of the things to consider before logging are:
1.

The amount of forestry on clear-cut areas is de-

termined by the logging plan.
2.

Problems approach the utmost of complexity in the

opening up of undeveloped drainages.
3.

Poor road locations increase current logging costs.

Improper layout for future cuts means lower future returns.
a.

Roads should meet grade specifications.

b.

Roads should be on top of hills for high-lead

logging, and they should be below the hills
(9) Robert Aufderheide, Advantage of a Detailed Pre-Sale
Layout and Logging Plan, March 1948
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for cat logging.
4.

A decision should be made on whether or not favor-

able topograDhy should be partially logged on a stand improvernent basis because of

ae

of timber putting on quan-

tity and quality increment.
5,

A decision should be

made on whether or not the

cutting will be done on a long or short term economic basis.
6.

Steep ground should,

if

oossible

he

clear-cut

with staggered settings (This clear-cutting should be done
on areas of less than eighty acres.)
7.

The soar trees and landings should be picked be-

fore any roads are built.
9.

(This has to be within reason.)

Protection plans have to be outlined so that

partially cut and left areas are protected from slash
fires.
9.

Logical sized settings for clear-cutting should

he left in staggered settings.

(This is in areas that will

be clear-cut.)
10.

Cold-decking and swinging should be weighed against

road building.

swinging leaves no improvements on the

ground.
li.

Prevailing winds and protection from these winds

must be considered.
12.

Slash burning and brush oroblems should not be

neglected.
3lash burning. in the coast fog-belt region is another
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decision that can he made only after considering the "it
all depends" factors.

Unburned slash will decompose and rot faster and at
same time reduce the fire hazard in a shorter period

the
of

time.0)

rush will take over the site and ceep re-

production from getting established if it is not burned.
The decision has to be made between whether or not the
fire hazard is greater

several years after burning or

whether or not reproduction can best get established by
burning.
Some areas along the coast have been replanted immed-

iately after slash burning.

This is done to give the

trees a fighting chance with the brush.

There are other

areas along the coast that have not been burned.
still deserts of brush.

That are

Although this is not conclusive

evidence that burning is necessary,

it is something to

think about.

Cutting lines can be used to control brush, i.e.,
logging across the creek bottoms by pulling the logs part
way down the other side of the canyon (clear cutting).
will dislodge

a.

This

lot of the brush in the creek bottoms and

pile it so that it can be burned.

Some of the best soil

lies along the creek bottoms, and if it can be reclaimed

from the brush, the trees established on this land should
make remarkable increment.
(lo)

Boyce, John S., Forest Pathology, McGraw-Hill
ew York, 1938, p. 496

Company,

Labor
Labor is and

cari

that can be solved.

be a problem,

but it is a problem

As it is another "it all depends"

problems, the following things concerning labor will be
mentioned:

The kind of labor necessary to do the required

jobs; the available ability of this type of labor supply;

and the cost should always be considered.
R o ads

Roads have already been mentioned, but some of the
decisions required in road building are:

the types of

roads - temporary or permanent; the location;

the cost;

and the uses to which the road will be put.
Laws
There are numerous laws that affect the logging operSafety, protection, tax and labor laws are some

ator.

that demand time and understanding.
ìiiscellaneous Problems

Local rules and regulations are apt to be encountered.
This is especially true in hauling logs.

The upkeep of

county roads and bridges, fishing streams, and water rights
all contribute to local problems.
If'

at all possible, the logger cannot afford to alien-

ate himself with the public in any way.

The lack of good-
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vill can result in higher fire risk, unfavorable trucking

legislation, and a very strict enforcement of existing

regulations.
Summary
Western hemlock is a tree of many uses and with the
possibility of many values.

The silvicultural and econ-

omic problems expressed in this thesis just scratch the

surface of what the present day logger must consider
while he is logging.

Soil is one of the chief silvicultural problems.

Any method of logging should consider the soil as having
a value.

Any changes made on the soil should take into

consideration the affect of a changed soil on future re-

production and growth rate.
Topography is one of the physical factors that solves
and makes problems - probably more than any one factor.
The climate of the western hemlock-spruce forest is

humid and mild.

The working conditions are ideal if one

does not mind the rain.

Hard rains do occur, and the

saturated ground is one of the important factors in determining the method of logging.

Western hemlock adequately restocks itself naturally.
It is a difficult tree to plant.

residual stand after logging.

Decay often gets into the

The loss from decay after

logging can be reduced only by reducing the logging injury.
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Areas with lighter cuts have proven to be less susceptible
to logging injury.

The common site index for the western hemlock-spruce

Spruce-hemlock yields on site index 150

forest is 150.

show a high superiority over yields of Douglas-fir on similar or slightly better sites.

Brush offers a problem to both the logger and the
silviculturist.

It takes the efforts of both to keep the

brush from taking over in place of reproduction whenever
there is a cutting or opening in the stand.

Salvage logging can be and should be used to reduce
fire hazards

nd prepare the site for better regeneration.

Much of the improvement cuttings can be made as a part
of salvage logging.

Stumpage prices depend on many factors.

In order to

practice the proper silvicultural methods these methods

have to prove themselves in providing better stumpage
prices.

To the average logger,

stumpage is the amount of

money he has to pay per thousand in order to get timber
to log.

Economically speaking, the costs which are of primary
interest to the logger arei

(1)

Stumpage;

and supervision; (3) felling and bucking;

maintenance; (5) Logging equipment;
'ing; (7) Repairs;

haul;

(6)

(2)

Engineering

(4) Truck road

Yarding and load-

(8) Transportation repairs; (9) Truck

(10) Reloading and booming;

(li) dumping,

rafting,
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scaling;

(12) Common carrier freight;

(14) Taxes;

(15) Depreciation;

(17) Management plans;

laws.

(13) OEeneral expense;

(16) Protection and snags;

(18) Labor;

and (19) Regulatory

All of these costs have to be taken care of before

profit and risk.

Some of the forestry practices mentioned

as problems are not recognized as such at the present time,

but as the job of growing trees as a crop become a profitable business, any practice that will sustain profits

should have a fair chance of success.
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